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Locally Monotonic Diffusion
Scott T. Acton, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Anisotropic diffusion affords an efficient, adaptive
signal smoothing technique that can be used for signal enhancement, signal segmentation, and signal scale-space creation. This
paper introduces a novel partial differential equation (PDE)-based
diffusion method for generating locally monotonic signals. Unlike
previous diffusion techniques that diverge or converge to trivial signals, locally monotonic (LOMO) diffusion converges rapidly to welldefined LOMO signals of the desired degree. The property of local
monotonicity allows both slow and rapid signal transitions (ramp
and step edges) while excluding outliers due to noise. In contrast
with other diffusion methods, LOMO diffusion does not require
an additional regularization step to process a noisy signal and uses
no ad hoc thresholds or parameters. In the paper, we develop the
LOMO diffusion technique and provide several salient properties,
including stability and a characterization of the root signals. The
convergence of the algorithm is well behaved (nonoscillatory) and
is independent of signal length, in contrast with the median filter. A
special case of LOMO diffusion is identical to the optimal solution
achieved via regression. Experimental results validate the claim
that LOMO diffusion can produce denoised LOMO signals with
low error using less computation than the median-order statistic
approach.
Index Terms—Anisotropic diffusion, partial differential equations, scale space, signal enhancement.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

IFFUSION processes may be used to model a special class
of nonlinear adaptive signal filters. The same approach
used to solve heat diffusion and bacteria migration problems [8]
can be applied to the adaptive processing of a digital signal for
the purposes of signal enhancement or feature extraction, for
example. The localized diffusion operation can be modeled by
a system of partial differential equations (PDE’s) that depend
only on limited signal neighborhoods.
The PDE-based signal diffusion methods are attractive for
several reasons. Important signal features such as edges can be
preserved using the diffusion approach; an anisotropic diffusion algorithm [1], [9] can be designed that enacts intraregion
smoothing as opposed to interregion smoothing. The diffusion
PDE’s generate a signal scale space [14]. The resultant family of
signals that vary from coarse to fine may be used in several multiscale signal analyses such as hierarchical searches, segmentation, and coding. Unlike scale spaces generated using linear filters (see Fig. 1), anisotropic diffusion can generate a scale-space
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Fig. 1. Scale space generated by the Gaussian filter. From back to front:
original noisy input signal (
256); results of successive convolution with
a Gaussian filter (standard deviation  = 4).

N=

where edge localization is preserved (see Fig. 2). From an implementation perspective, the simple PDE’s can be efficiently
executed on a locally connected parallel processor.
Caselles et al. provide additional motivation for exploring
PDE-based signal processing [4]. The PDE methods use simple
models in the continuous domain where discrete filters become
PDE’s as the sample spacing goes to zero. The simplified formalism allows various properties to be proved or disproved including stability, locality, and causality. In addition, the analysis
allows discussion of the existence and uniqueness of solutions.
High degrees of accuracy and stability are possible through the
mature results of numerical analysis. Finally, the PDE approach
facilitates the combination of algorithms through the weighted
sum of PDE’s.
In a typical PDE approach, we have some knowledge of the
dynamics of a physical process, and we model the dynamics
with a suitable PDE. However, in the case pursued in this paper,
we know the physical characteristics of the solution, and we design PDE’s that converge to signals with the appropriate properties. With the basic premise that we wish to preserve step
edges (abrupt signal transitions), ramp edges, and smooth regions while eliminating impulses (noise), we can describe the
prototypical signal with the property of local monotonicity.
Previous diffusion algorithms have been shown to diverge, to
converge to constant signals, or to converge to piecewise constant signals [3], [16]. Although these results are important to
the understanding the current diffusion algorithms, the resultant
signals may not be desired in applications where preservation
of ramp edges is important. Diffusion algorithms that diverge
[9] or converge to signals of zero mean curvature [15] must
be halted in progress to obtain a nontrivial signal. The stopping conditions are difficult to estimate and do not provide a
guaranteed description of the final signal characteristics. Piecewise constant signals, on the other hand, may be of interest in
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Fig. 2. Scale space generated by standard anisotropic diffusion using (5) (with
10) [9]. From back to front: original noisy input signal ( = 256); signals
generated by diffusing the original signal with the same number of iterations
used in generating the corresponding LOMO diffusion result in Fig. 3.

k=

N

two special circumstances. If the original (uncorrupted) signal
is piecewise constant in a denoising application or if the desired
result of processing is a piecewise constant segmentation, diffusion to a piecewise constant signal may be appropriate. However, the piecewise constant model is not generalized; this may
be noted particularly in the cases where slow transitions in signal
intensity (or ramp edges) should be preserved in processing.
The current anisotropic diffusion algorithms that do converge
to piecewise constant signals are also limited by the use of an
edge threshold and by the inability to control spatial feature
scale directly. For example, the algorithm used in [3] achieves
a fixed-point solution for piecewise constant signals where “all
discontinuities are above a threshold.” It is our viewpoint that
feature scale (not the relative difference between features in intensity) should influence the rejection or preservation of the feature in signal diffusion. In terms of scale, the current piecewise
constant approaches do not allow the specification of feature
size, which is a critical aspect of generating a scale-space for
multiscale signal processing. Define a signal to be piecewise
constant of degree (PICO- ) if each sample is a member of
a constant (contiguous) interval of at least length . Since all
signals are PICO-1, it is clear that not all PICO signals are of
interest; the degree of piecewise constancy cannot be specified
with current implementations of signal diffusion. Here, we describe a diffusion algorithm that converges to a more generalized
model that allows step and ramp transitions, does not depend on
a gradient magnitude threshold, and allows control of feature
scale.
One qualitative characteristic desired in PDE-based diffusion
is signal smoothness. For discrete signals, the traditional notion
of evaluating smoothness by continuity does not apply. Moreover, limiting the instantaneous rate of change in a signal (with a
gradient magnitude threshold) leads to destruction of the signal
edges. Locally monotonic (LOMO) signals are nonincreasing or
nondecreasing within all intervals of a specified length. Local
monotonicity does not limit the rate of change in signal but instead limits the rate of signal oscillation. The smoothness of a
digital signal can be quantified by its lomotonicity, which is the
highest degree of local monotonicity possessed by the signal
[10].

Definition 1: A length- signal is locally monotonic of
degree (or LOMO- ) if it is monotonic (nondecreasing or nonincreasing) within each interval of length [e.g.,
].
Every digital signal is LOMO-2, and a globally monotonic
signal would be LOMO- : the highest degree possible. Note
that LOMO- signals are not, in general, globally monotonic. A
LOMO- signal may be partitioned into nonincreasing ramps,
nondecreasing ramps, and constant sections (of length
or greater). Therefore, in a LOMO signal, increasing and decreasing ramps are separated by constant plateaus of length
or greater. The degree of local monotonicity provides an effective description of signal scale that allows a causal scale-space:
one in which new features are not created with increasing scale.
, a LOMO- signal is also
It is worthwhile to note that for
LOMO- .
The concept of local monotonicity first appeared in the analysis of the root signals produced by the median filter [6]. Since
that time, algorithms have been designed that directly generate
locally monotonic signals via nonlinear regression [10], [12]. In
the regression approach, the computation of a LOMO signal that
resembles the original (and possibly noisy) signal is treated as
a combinatorial optimization problem. This paper investigates
the generation of LOMO signals via a simple adaptive diffusion mechanism. The PDE-based method has advantages over
the median filter roots in computational complexity while maintaining closeness to the original signal. Furthermore, LOMO
diffusion is not subject to the pathological behavior of the median filter given oscillating signals as input [6]. Compared with
the regression-based solutions, LOMO diffusion has advantages
in computational cost.
A major contribution of the LOMO diffusion technique is the
convergence to a nontrivial class of signals. In addition, two
other problems that are found with current diffusion algorithms
are solved by LOMO diffusion. First, the LOMO diffusion technique provides a method to describe the resultant signal scale
from its lomotonicity. In other words, LOMO diffusion defines
a practical signal scale-space in which feature scale may be exactly specified. Previous “scale aware” approaches [5], [11] use
prefiltering to eliminate small scale objects such as outliers due
to noise. Second, since the property of local monotonicity does
not define edges simply by large gradient magnitude, LOMO
diffusion does not require the ad hoc edge threshold that is found
in most diffusion implementations [1], [9], [16].

II. THEORY
A. Anisotropic Diffusion
, the
Given a signal defined on a continuous domain
following PDE may be used to perform the diffusion operation:

div

(1)

is the diffusion coefficient at location
that inwhere
hibits or encourages diffusion, and the time parameter is often
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related to scale. This PDE can be discretized by the following
Jacobi (simultaneous update) iterate:

(2)
is the time step, and represents the number of iterawhere
tions. Henceforth, the domain for is restricted to finite length
, and
.
and
discrete signals where
are the simple differences with respect to the “western”
and “eastern” neighbors, respectively, and are defined by
(3)
and
(4)
and
define the sample spacing used to
The parameters
estimate the directional derivatives and are restricted to the set
. Although typical
of cardinal numbers: ,
discretizations employ unity-width sample spacings for difference operations, these parameters will be varied here to produce
locally monotonic signals of the desired degree.
The diffusion coefficient is generally a smooth, nonincreasing
function of image gradient magnitude. A typical exponential
form is [9]

B. Locally Monotonic Diffusion
To create a discretized PDE that generates digital LOMO signals, it may be observed that local monotonicity is closely related to the sign skeleton of the difference signal. For a signal
, the sign skeleton
is computed by
sgn
for
. Within a given signal interval,
, that interval
if both negative and positive values exist in
is not monotonic. The goal of the LOMO PDE may be conceptualized as removing opposite signs in the sign skeleton locally.
For digital signals, this goal is satisfied by reducing local differences between samples to zero. Oscillatory regions of the signal
are thereby “flattened” to produce local monotonicity. The diffusion algorithm essentially removes the nonmonotone points
and preserves the monotone points, where the definition of these
points is given below.
Definition 2: Given a subsequence
, let
be defined as a monotone point if
or
.
is
therefore a positive-going nonmonotone point if
and
. It is a negative-going nonmonotone
and
.
point if
A PDE that limits the sign changes of pixel differences within
a local neighborhood, removing nonmonotone points, may be
designed using the following diffusion coefficient:
(6)

(5)
where is a gradient magnitude threshold and determines which
edges will be retained in the diffusion process, and is the direction of diffusion (in this case, “ ” or “ ”). No analytical method
exists to select for a general class of signals, so is usually
selected in an ad hoc manner. Another problem associated with
using this diffusion coefficient is the preservation of outliers due
to noise. Because the outliers (and other small features) may
have large gradient magnitudes, they are protected in the diffusion process. The preservation of these outliers and detailed
features leads to the inability to generate a scale space, where
the features in the signals vary from coarse to fine. Although the
scale-space generated by anisotropic diffusion with (5) in Fig. 2
is clearly superior in terms of edge preservation to the Gaussian
scale space of Fig. 1, the anisotropic diffusion algorithm is not
superior in terms of removing impulse noise.
To correct this limitation, new diffusion coefficients have
been proposed [5] that use a presmoothed image to regularize
the diffusion. This approach, however, introduces a linear
diffusion process into the nonlinear diffusion process, limiting
edge retention and localization. A more recent attempt to
improve the scale-space generation ability of diffusion is given
in [11]. Here, a morphological prefilter is used to eliminate
small features. While maintaining edge localization, the morphological diffusion approach still contains the ambiguous
edge threshold parameter.
Instead of fixing the traditional anisotropic diffusion approach via a regularizing filter, we choose to design a diffusion
technique that converges to a signal in which feature scale is
explicitly specified.

Then, the discrete diffusion update (2) becomes
sgn

sgn

(7)
is used.
where a maximum time step (for stability) of
With the restriction that the diffusion coefficient must
be a smooth and nonincreasing function of gradient magnitude, we must modify the difference terms for the case
or
is zero.
where either simple difference
in the case of
;
Let
when
. The case where
produces no change in (7) and does
not need to be modified.
In order to accommodate two special cases in which convergence is prolonged (not precluded), we provide an enhanced diffusion update based on the original diffusion update in (7). The
first special case is an “overshoot” of one intensity level. In the
and
are nonmonotone points and
event where
, an overshoot of one intensity level will occur
and
with the update according to (7); the new values of
will pass each other instead of becoming equal, as
and
.
desired. The same case can occur with
or when
Note that these overshoots can occur when
. The second problem occurs only when
.
is equal
This problem may be described as a “lag.” When
[or
], and
[or
]
to
a nonmonotone point,
will follow
changes to make
[or
], lagging behind by one intensity level.
This lag will delay convergence.
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An update that avoids both the overshoot problem and the lag
problem is given by
sgn
sgn

(8)

handles the overshoot case, and
handles the
where
, where
is the indicator funclag case. In (8),
tion. Therefore, diffusion is inhibited when the expression
is true. The signal values affected by the overshoot problem are
termed opposite-going single-difference (OGSD) points. Posiis an opposite-going single difference point with retion
spect to (w.r.t.) position if the difference between the values of
and
is unity, and one of them is a positive-going
nonmonotone point, whereas the other is a negative-going nonmonotone point. This relationship is quantified by the following
Boolean expression:

The same holds for
and
when
. In the
,
and
[or
and
]
case where
do not have the same codependence.
in (8) prevents the lag scenario. In
The additional term
is set to the projected change (at
this case, the change in
) in
[which is termed
] if the
time
is met. Likewise, the change in
is set to
condition
,
, if the condition
the change in
holds.
is given by

(12)
and

is given by

(9)
where

(13)
and

Thus, the antilag term is expressed as
(14)

Note that for

,
. Similarly,
difference point w.r.t. position
asserted:

, and for
,
is an opposite-going single
if the following expression is

(10)
has an OGSD point
Then, diffusion is inhibited when
has an OGSD
that does not have any OGSD points or when
point and is lower in value than the OGSD value

(11)
represents the complement operation in the Boolean
where
, if
is an OGSD
expression. Note that when
, then
is an OGSD point w.r.t.
.
point w.r.t.

Here, we assume that (11) and the projected changes for time
are computed before (14). Note that both
and
cannot be true simultaneously; therefore, the maximum update
change is still bounded by a single intensity level change.
While the enhancements given in (8)–(14) prevent the occurrences of overshoot and lag, the original update in (7) is sufficient for practical implementation. Aside from synthetically derived pathological signals containing a string of interdependent
points that produce overshoots and lags, the update given in (7)
provides equivalent solution quality without a significant sacrifice in computational expense (in terms of the number of updates), as compared with the update of (8). In fact, with the 200
signals used in the results (see Section IV), the overall number
of diffusion updates was equal using both (7) and (8). Nevertheless, in order to provide absolute proofs of convergence, the enhanced update of (8) is utilized in the analysis (see Section III).
Definition 3: The LOMO diffusion update function is given
when
and
by (8) with
when
. Each
in is
.
updated simultaneously for
In the analysis, we will show that the LOMO diffusion PDE’s
represent the root
converge to a root signal. Let
signal produced by (8) [or by (7)] with input for discrete
and . Multiple passes of this diffusion operation
spacing
can yield the LOMO signal of the desired degree. Let
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denote the LOMO diffusion sequence that gives a LOMO- (or
greater) signal from input . For odd values of

(15)
and conIn (15), the process commences with
is
tinues with spacings of decreasing widths until
, the sequence of opimplemented. For even values of
erations is similar:

(16)
conHow does it work? The operation
verges to a signal in which each subsequence
is monotonic (see Theorem 1 in Section III).
,
In order to generate a LOMO- signal where
the subsequence representing the endpoints of the -length
is first forced to
intervals
become monotonic. Then, subsequences of decreasing widths
become monotonic via LOMO diffusion. Finally,
is executed, completing the process of making each -length
interval monotonic.
Although the multiple diffusion passes may appear to be expensive computationally, we can show by experiment and analysis that the number of iterations needed for convergence to a
root signal is bounded. The problem of obtaining a LOMOsignal (that resembles the initial signal) from a PDE in a minimum number of steps is still open, however. In fact, experiments show that less conservative sequences may be used to produce LOMO sequences of the same degree. For example, the seto
to
to
quence of
to
has been used successfully to generate LOMO-10
signals. On the average, this reduced sequence only lessened the
computational load by a few iterations, however.
An advantage of LOMO diffusion is the ability to specify (exactly) the desired feature scale. In other words, if an application
calls for removing all features of width less than , a LOMOdiffusion may be enacted. The Gaussian scale space is parameterized by the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel, but the
exact size of the features to be removed in filtering cannot be
specified (see Fig. 1). LOMO diffusion is thus well suited for
multiscale analysis. Examine the scale space created by LOMO
diffusion in Fig. 3. Edges are retained, and noise/details are
eliminated. Because the traditional anisotropic diffusion mechanism [9] inhibits diffusion where the local image gradient magnitude is high (relative to an ad hoc constant), impulses from
noise are retained as well as edges (see the scale space in Fig. 2).
Repetitive application of the median filter may also be used
to generate a family of LOMO signals of desired degree as in
Fig. 4. We will see, however, that the expense of the median
filter is far greater than the PDE approach and that the median
filter has difficulty with oscillating signals [see Fig. 5].
III. ANALYSIS
In the analysis of LOMO diffusion, we will show that the
range of the output signal is a subset of the range of the input

Fig. 3. Scale space generated by LOMO diffusion. From back to front: original
256); LOMO-3 root signal; LOMO-4 root signal, 1 1 1;
noisy input signal (
LOMO-10 root signal.

N=

Fig. 4. Scale space generated by the median filter. From back to front: original
noisy input signal ( = 256); LOMO-3 root signal; LOMO-4 root signal, 1 1 1;
LOMO-10 root signal.

N

Fig. 5. From top to bottom. Input (oscillatory) signal; median filter (width 3)
result (no root signal possible); LOMO-3 diffusion result (converged to root
signal); LOMO-3 regression using L norm; LOMO-3 regression using L
norm.

signal. We will prove that LOMO diffusion enforces monotonicity on certain subsequences of the signal and that the diffusion operation converges to a root signal in a tightly bounded
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number of iterations. It will be proven that the nested diffusion
operations do not exhibit oscillatory behavior and that the diffusion coefficient used in LOMO diffusion is the sole possibility
for generating a nontrivial LOMO signal. Finally, we consider a
special case of LOMO diffusion that is identical to the LOMO
regression: the optimal solution.
We provide a few observations that are needed for the analysis.
Observation 1: The LOMO diffusion update (see Definition
3) will leave a monotone point unchanged, unless the antilag
in (14) is asserted. In the case where the antilag term
term
is asserted, a monotone point will follow a neighboring point
in order to remain monotone. Proof that LOMO diffusion will
retain the monotone points can be given by inspection of the
sgn
.
LOMO diffusion update when sgn
when
and
Since
when
,
in this case.
Observation 2: The LOMO diffusion update will decrement
a positive-going nonmonotone point (by unity) and will increment a negative-going nonmonotone point unless the overshoot
in (11) is true for a OGSD point.
expression
, for
Observation 3: In the root signal
,
or
for each
point that was nonmonotone in .
Proofs of Observations 2 and 3 can be given via examsgn
sgn
in (8)
ination of
sgn
. If
is a posiwhen sgn
is false in (11),
tive-going nonmonotone point and
sgn
sgn
. If
is
is false,
a negative-going nonmonotone point and
sgn
sgn
. From the
definitions of nonmonotone points (Definition 2), monowill be achieved
tonicity of
or
. When
when
or
, (8) will not alter
because both
the two equal points in the case of
sgn
sgn
are monotone, and
[since
when
and
when
by Definition 3]. In
in (11) prevents two related points that
addition, note that
differ by one intensity level from passing each other.
First, we need to establish that the range of the LOMO diffusion operation is a subset of the range of the input signal. We do
not want a PDE in which the output can stray from the original
range.
,
Observation 4: Given input signal ,
, if
, then
, and
.
and
[which is
Proof: Let
] for
. First, we show that LOMO
an evolution of
, then
diffusion is closed under the integers. If
because in (8), the difference between
and
is
sgn
sgn
. Note that when
is nonzero (
or ),
sgn
sgn
is zero. In addition,
. Since the integers are closed under
the term
, then
, and
.
addition and
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Now, we show that LOMO diffusion is bounded by the range
of the input signal . Assume that
and that
for some . From (8), we observe that the maxsgn
imum change between updates is
sgn
. Therefore,
. By Observations 1 and 2, both of the following conditions must be true
and
for a negative change in
. Therefore,
, and
,
. A similar contrawhich is a contradiction to
.
diction can be established for the case where
.
We conclude that
In examining the convergence behavior of LOMO diffusion,
it is important to establish that LOMO diffusion will not change
a positive-going nonmonotone point to a negative-going nonmonotone point and vice versa.
Observation 5: LOMO diffusion will not change a
positive-going nonmonotone point to a negative-going nonmonotone point and vice versa.
and
.
Proof: We consider two cases:
, each nonmonotone point
will become equal
For
or
and will then remain unchanged (see
to
Observation 3). Therefore, a positive-going nonmonotone point
cannot become a negative-going nonmonotone point and vice
versa.
,
and
must “pass”
to
When
make a positive-going nonmonotone into a negative-going nonwill become
monotone point or vice versa. In the process,
or
and remain equal via the antilag
equal to
in (14). Therefore, the transition from positive-going
term
to negative-going or negative-going to positive-going is impossible.
Theorem 1 shows that LOMO diffusion forces the subse,
to become monotonic
quence
in a bounded number of iterations.
converges to a signal in which
Theorem 1:
is monotonic
each subsequence
in a number of iterative steps
for a signal with discrete intensity levels.
bounded by
and
Proof: Again, we examine two cases,
. With
,
and
cannot simultaneously increase or decrease because both points cannot be positive-going or negative-going by Definition 2. The same arguand
. Therefore, if
is inment holds for
and
, making
creasing, then
and
decreasing or constant. Each nonmonotone point will continue to change until equal in value to either
or
, at which point, the equal values will remain unchanged. Note that the two neighbors cannot pass each
in (11) is applied. Thus, the
other when the overshoot term
worst case for the number of updates for position is bound
and
, which are bound
by the minimum of
.
above by
must be handled separately since
The case of
and
[and
and
] are not codependent
and
can be equal with
being
[viz.,
has
and
that are
nonmonotone]. If an
does not change the direction of update and
constant, then
,
becomes monotone (via equality) in at most min
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updates, which is bounded by
. The only case
can change directions of update is if
or
are changing in the opposite direction. Assume that
and
are originally negative-going nonmonois positive-going
tone points and thus increasing, whereas
cannot
nonmonotone and decreasing. By Observation 5,
or
and become a negative-going
“pass”
becomes equal to
nonmonotone point. In fact, when
, without loss of generality (W.L.O.G.),
will “follow”
via the antilag term in (14). Thus, the convergence of
will depend on the convergence of
in this case.
depends on positive-going nonmonotone points
If
and
, then these points will govern
the convergence of the interdependent group. Note that the maxsteps since within
imum convergence time will always be
with
an interdependent relationship, there will always be an
or
since the signal is finite and
constant
and
.
the boundary points are fixed for
and
, when has converged and
For both
is unchanged, contains no nonmonotone points, and
each
is monotonic
.
Given an input signal with intensity levels, the worst-case
overall number of iterations needed for convergence to a
. This
convergence time holds for
root signal is
LOMO signals of varying degrees (see experimental results
in Section IV). Consequently, the convergence time is not
dependent on the signal length but on the quantization of the
discrete signal.
Furthermore, the choice of the diffusion coefficient is not arbitrary, as shown by Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: For anisotropic diffusion using (2), diffusion co)
efficients of the form of (6) uniquely allow LOMO- (
root signals.
Proof: The lomotonicity of a signal may be evaluated
. If the
from the sign skeleton of its difference signal alone
length-3 segment centered at location in is not monotone,
is a nonmonotone point for (
) and
then
sgn
. By Observation 2,
will
sgn
is a monotone
be changed by LOMO diffusion. When
point, it will remain unchanged (by Observation 1). Thus,
) signals are root signals of LOMO diffusion.
LOMO- (
sgn
, and consider two cases:
Assume sgn
and
[where
]. Using (2), we assert that
in which

(17)
for
have

to remain unchanged. Combining the two cases, we

(18)
is the diffusion coefficient for a gradient magniwhere
tude of . Under the stated assumptions for the diffusion coefficient (smooth nonincreasing functions of ), the only solutions to (18) are diffusion coefficients of the form

(for
). Therefore, only LOMO diffusion will leave the length-3 (or greater) monotonic subsequences
unchanged. By Observation 2, non-LOMO-3 signals will be
changed by LOMO diffusion, and thus, LOMO-3 signals are
root signals. LOMO- signals are also root signals, where
since every signal that is LOMO- is also LOMO- if
.
Hence, Theorem 2 shows that the diffusion coefficient used
in LOMO diffusion uniquely provides LOMO fixed points. As
) signals
a consequence, we can assert that LOMO-(
. This is easily proven because
are fixed points of
will not alter signals that are LOMO-(
) (see Observations 1 and 2). Note that this result does not
) signals.
preclude a fixed point for non-LOMO-(
Obviously, subsequent diffusions are required to generate the
) root signals [see (15) and (16)].
LOMO-(
Theorem 2 shows that LOMO- signals are roots of LOMO
. The complementary question follows: Do
diffusion
exist that are not LOMO- ? To show that
roots of
these non-LOMO root signals are impossible, let us assume
that is not LOMO-4 (since the
that a signal
LOMO-3 case is trivial) exists. In the process of computing
, we have the first step
and the
, following (16). We know
second step
is LOMO-3; therefore, for
to be
that
non-LOMO-4, there exists an such that
and
, assuming
is a positive going
had to
nonmonotone point, W.L.O.G. Therefore,
, or
. The operation
change either
could not change
to become less than
because
and
would have
in this case. Similarly,
would
to “pass”
to become less than
; they would
not change
were decreased. In this scenario,
become equal if
, if
were a negative-going
since
would become
nonmonotone point w.r.t.
, which would not violate the monotonicity
equal to
. Therefore, the non-LOMO-4 signal
relationship of
is impossible. In this manner, the preclusion of non-LOMO
root signals can be likewise extended to higher degrees of local
monotonicity.
The preceding analysis examines the generation of locally
monotonic signals from LOMO diffusion. We have not discussed, however, the closeness between the input and output
signals. A locally monotonic result that minimizes the distance
between the input signal and the LOMO result is a LOMO
regression. We can show that a special case of LOMO diffusion
leads to a LOMO-3 regression, which is the optimal
result.
gives a digital LOMO-3 regression
Theorem 3:
norm.
for under the
Proof: To prove that is a digital LOMO-3 regression for
under the
norm, it suffices to prove that there does not exist
such that
a LOMO-3 signal ,

(19)
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For each where

and
, if

(20)
or

(21)
, and (19)
then
does not hold.
, there are two cases:
Where
[using initial guess
a) LOMO diffusion “passed” the value
], and b) LOMO diffusion updated
in the “wrong
direction.” For case a), W.L.O.G., assume
and
. Then, in case a),
and
, given that
.
and
By Observation 3,
,
. Since is LOMO-3, either
or
holds. By assumption
, and either
or
. Let
so
or
,
that
which asserts either (20) or (21).
and
In case b), we again assume that
. This time,
and
since,
. Let
and
by Observation 2,
, where
. Since is LOMO-3, either
or
.
and
or
Therefore, either
and
. Therefore, either
or
so that (20) or (21) holds, which precludes (19). is a
norm.
digital LOMO-3 regression for under the
Note that an optimal LOMO result in the mathematical sense,
which is a LOMO regression, may be undesirable. Consider
and
norms shown in
the LOMO-3 regressions under the
Fig. 5. These results were generated using the algorithms in [10].
The interpretation given by LOMO diffusion is arguably more
intuitive (see Fig. 5). The PDE-based method that evolves the
original signal appears to preserve important signal trends and
retain the structure of the signal.
A main goal in pursuing LOMO diffusion is the generation
of scale-space representations that can be used in content-based
retrieval and hierarchical search processes. We can observe that
LOMO diffusion provides a causal scale space. This means that
no new features are created with increasing scale. Let scale be
represented by lomotonicity of the signal and not by the traditional notion of diffusion time. A new feature is created if a
signal
new signal edge is introduced. Consider a LOMO-(
and a LOMO- signal generated by LOMO diffusion. For a new
signal edge to be introduced, one of the following must be true
within a -length interval of the LOMO- signal.
1) The gradient magnitude must change from zero at a point
to a nonzero value (a constant interval becomes nonconstant).

2) The gradient must change from positive to negative in
direction (an increasing interval becomes decreasing locally).
3) The gradient must change from negative to positive (a
decreasing interval becomes increasing).
Otherwise, if the gradient is the same, no new edge is introduced. Case 1 is clearly impossible in LOMO diffusion because
a constant sequence will not be changed (see Observation 1).
Cases 2 and 3 are also impossible, as LOMO diffusion will never
change an increasing sequence to a decreasing sequence, nor
will it change a decreasing sequence to an increasing sequence
(see Observation 5). The only possibility is the change of an increasing/decreasing subsequence within an interval to a constant
subsequence. Therefore, we can conclude that LOMO diffusion
does provide a causal scale space.
As mentioned, the median filter also produces LOMO root
signals and can be used to generate a scale-space representation
as in Fig. 4. The results from the literature can be summarized
by Theorem 4.
Theorem 4 [6], [13]: The output of a length
me).
dian filter median ( ) equals if and only if is LOMO-(
Suppose that the signal contains at least one monotonic seg. Then, the
median filter will
ment of length
)
reduce a length- signal to a root signal that is LOMO-(
repeated passes.
in at most
From Theorem 4, we can observe that the median filter will
require a significant number of iterations to reach the root signal
on long signals. In addition, a restriction is placed on the initial
signal; it must contain a monotonic subsequence. With LOMO
diffusion, the convergence to a root is not dependent on the
length of the signal, and LOMO diffusion will produce a LOMO
signal of the desired degree regardless of the input signal (see
Fig. 5). The quality and cost associated with the median filter
will be contrasted with that of LOMO diffusion in Section IV.
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In the empirical study, we selected 100 unique signals of
from a database of signals acquired via an oplength
tical scanner. Tables I and II provide a comparison between the
performance of LOMO diffusion and that of the median filter
on the 100 uncorrupted signals. An example signal is given in
),
Fig. 6. The median result of Fig. 6 is LOMO (of degree
as is the LOMO-4 diffusion result. Using the same number of
updates, the standard anisotropic diffusion algorithm is not able
to remove features of small scale. Tables III and IV provide the
results obtained when the experiments were repeated for noisy
data. The signals were corrupted by Laplacian-distributed addB, standard deviation
) in
ditive noise (SNR
this case. Fig. 7 repeats the example of Fig. 6 for the noisy case.
The standard anisotropic diffusion algorithm is not able to eradicate the impulses from the noise. The only perceivable (qualitative) difference between the median filter result in Fig. 7 and
the LOMO diffusion result in Fig. 7 is that LOMO diffusion retains the sharpness of the signal transitions, and the median filter
tends to “round” the edges.
One general conclusion from the experiments is that LOMO
diffusion provides a signal of equal or higher lomotonicity and
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have not accounted for more expeditious median filter schemes,
as in [2] and [7]. Although the assumptions used in the complexity analysis may be argued, the difference between the costs
is stark. For LOMO degrees above 10, the difference in the
number of operations needed exceeds an order of magnitude.
Clearly, it is advantageous computationally to use LOMO diffusion when the desired degree of lomotonicity is greater than
3.
We are currently exploring 2-D extensions for LOMO diffusion. The most straightforward extension of (7) is to implement
the following update on each image pixel:

sgn

N =

Fig. 6. From top to bottom: Original signal (
256); median root
(LOMO-4); 150 iterations of the standard diffusion algorithm using (5) with
= 10; 150 iterations of LOMO-4 diffusion.

k

sgn
sgn

(22)

sgn

N

Fig. 7. From top to bottom: Original signal (
= 256) corrupted with
Laplacian noise; median root (LOMO-4); 150 iterations of the standard
diffusion algorithm using (5) with
= 10; 150 iterations of LOMO-4
diffusion.

k

equivalent mean absolute error (MAE) compared with the median roots. With the corrupted signals, both the diffusion method
and the median filter are able to remove outliers and denoise
the signals. Unlike current diffusion techniques that either retain outliers or utilize additional filtering processes to enhance
diffusion, LOMO diffusion is able to eradicate the noise without
additional filtering. However, the LOMO diffusion operation is
far less costly than repeated application of the median filter.
Tables I and II provide the average number of operations used
in generating a LOMO diffusion root signal and the number of
operations used to compute a median root signal. We assume
that a comparison operation has the same computational complexity as an integer addition/subtraction. A binary shift (for division by two) is also assumed to have the same complexity.
Under these assumptions, seven operations are expended for
each LOMO diffusion iteration per pixel. Implementing the mecomdian filter in the standard sorting scheme,
parison operations are used for a -width filter on one pixel. We

. The additional terms
with time step
and
are the signal differences in the “northern” and
“southern” diffusion directions, respectively. We call (22) the
full 2-D extension. Another 2-D extension is realized by applying 1-D LOMO diffusion in the image direction orthogonal
to the gradient. This method, which bears similarity to the mean
curvature motion implementations of 2-D diffusion, is called the
direct 2-D extension. To demonstrate the application of LOMO
diffusion to image processing, the 256 256 image shown in
Fig. 8 has been corrupted with additive Laplacian-distributed
noise, as shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 displays the result of the full
2-D extension of LOMO diffusion, whereas Fig. 11 shows the
result of applying the direct 2-D extension. Both 2-D enhancement methods are able to eliminate the heavy-tailed noise and
preserve important features in the image. Qualitatively, we observe that the full extension is superior in retaining details (such
as in the cameraman’s face), whereas the direct method excels
in preserving linear features (such as the colonnade). In contrast, the standard anisotropic diffusion algorithm [9] cannot remove the signal outliers, as shown in Fig. 12. Attempting to remove the noise via regularized diffusion [5] with a Gaussiansmoothed gradient estimate results in oversmoothing and feature degradation, as shown in Fig. 13. In future work, we plan
to extend the theoretical results given in Sections II and III of
this paper to the multidimensional LOMO diffusion case.
A PDE-based method to generate LOMO signals has been
developed and analyzed. Compared with previous diffusion
techniques that converge to constant or piecewise constant
signals, the LOMO diffusion method converges to nontrivial
signals of the desired scale. The lomotonicity of the signal
allows a description of signal smoothness for digital signals
and parameterizes a useful signal scale space. From the analysis, we can conclude that LOMO diffusion is well behaved
and converges rapidly and independently of the number of
signal samples. LOMO diffusion does not require ambiguous
parameters and does not preserve impulse noise.
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TABLE I
RESULTS FROM LOMO- DIFFUSION ON 100 SIGNALS OF LENGTH

d

TABLE II
RESULTS FROM COMPUTING MEDIAN ROOT SIGNALS OF 100 SIGNALS OF LENGTH

N = 256

N = 256 (d = m + 2 IN THEOREM 4)

TABLE III
RESULTS FROM LOMO- DIFFUSION ON 100 SIGNALS OF LENGTH

d

RESULTS

FROM

N = 256 CORRUPTED WITH LAPLACIAN-DISTRIBUTED NOISE

TABLE IV
COMPUTING MEDIAN ROOT SIGNALS ON 100 SIGNALS OF LENGTH
NOISE (
IN THEOREM 4)

d = m+2

N = 256 CORRUPTED WITH LAPLACIAN-DISTRIBUTED
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Fig. 11. Two-dimensional LOMO diffusion result by direct 2-D extension
(degree d = 3).

Fig. 12.

Standard anisotropic diffusion using (5) for the diffusion coefficient.

Fig. 13. Anisotropic diffusion with Gaussian prefilter in the diffusion
coefficient.
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